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Sygn Software short-listed for project in Oman
Cambridge-based software vendor Sygn Software’s application for information management –
Sygn Manager™ is of immediate interest for a project in Oman on the Arabian Peninsula. The
national telecom company, Oman Telecom, is looking for a system to modernize and rationalize
its information management. Out of 25 offers, Sygn Manager™ is left on the short-list together
with five other competitors for a closer check-up.

Sygn Software’s tender was given in cooperation with a local IT-company, Oman Computer
Services (OCS) lead by Swedish General Manager Sylve Eriksson.

- We can feel there’s a great demand for this kind of products in the Middle East now.
These countries are about three years after the leading nations like U.S, U.K or Sweden
regarding development in the IT- and Internet-area, but they are coming strongly now.
We believe the authorities and ministry in Oman might find Sygn Software’s unique
solution of ‘webifying’ the information management very interesting as well, said Sylve
Eriksson

OCS acts as a regional agent for Sygn Software in the Middle East. Presently, a number of
initiatives concerning IT and Internet are taken in the Gulf – for instance are competence centers
built up, and Sylve Eriksson hopes Sygn Software will play an important role here.

In the end of September, a delegation from Sygn Software will meet the tender committee of
Oman Telecom for a thorough introduction to their application Sygn Manager™.

For further information, please contact:
Lena Brattemo, General Manager, Sygn Software Inc, phone +1(617) 621-4033
Anna Näslund, Information Manager, Sygn Software AB (publ), phone +46 8 590 941 88

Sygn Software is an independent software vendor within the area of web-based information management.
Sygn Software’s newly developed platform Sygn Manager™ is a three-layer java-application. It allows the
user - no matter where he or she is - to download a virtual office through a web-browser. All relevant
information is organized in easy understandable business-structures for further use - Content & Context
Management in one and the same interface. The company is located in Upplands Väsby, north of
Stockholm, Sweden, and has an affiliated company; Sygn Software Inc. in Boston Massachusetts.


